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This groundbreaking new book reveals never before known information about the time traveler from

2036 using the name John Titor. In 2000, a man calling himself John Titor began posting online

claiming to be a time traveler from 2036. His mission? Travel to 1975, make contact with his own

grandfather and retrieve an obscure IBM computer to help in the reconstruction of American

infrastructure after a nuclear war with Russia in 2015. John Titor's postings generated intense

interest and hot debate at the time. Even now in 2010, people still find Titor's writings incredibly

compelling today. John carried a warning from the future about the coming Second American Civil

War he survived in his own time and will be unavoidable in our own. This book represents the first,

only and most comprehensive investigation into the John Titor saga ever. Conviction of a Time

Traveler includes a good overview of the Titor story up to as late as 2010 and a deconstruction and

analysis of his postings. Later in the book, the author investigates the implications from Titor's posts

and attempts to rebuild Titor's world based on his own words. Autographed copies of the book are

available from the author directly at www.convictionofatimetraveler.com Join the discussion on

facebook at the book's facebook page: Conviction of a Time Traveler
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Due to the incredible attention those connected to the Titor story over the years have had to endure,

and in an attempt to force the facts to speak for themselves, the author has chosen to remain

anonymous. Anyone wishing to correspond with the author or participate in discussions about the



book and its conclusions and implications may do so at the book's Facebook page, Conviction of a

Time Traveler or at the books web page, www.convictionofatimetraveler.com.

A fascinating account of John Titor's internet communications about the future, this book provides

evidence that he was a time traveler sent back in time to retrieve an early computer necessary to

the correction of a major technological problem. You will have to decide for yourself whether it's fact

or fiction.

John Titor's time traveling from 2036 to 1975 to retrieve an IBM 5100 computer from his grandfather

to head off Y2k and the UNIX problem in 2036 kept me riveted. Through online posts in 1999-2000,

presents lots of interesting information about technological advances as well as warnings about

potential health problems and solutions; nuclear war that ends our second civil war between the

government and citizens. The resulting Constitution will be restored to the intention of our founding

fathers, getting rid of all amendments beyond The Bill of Rights and getting rid of the electoral

college. Fascinating!

This is an excellent investigation piece. The author does a great job of laying out facts and letting

the reader decide what to believe. I've known about the john titor story for a few years and found it

to be great entertainment. However the way the author presents and organizes information has

made me go from entertainment to hmmmm. I highly recommend this book to people who have

always regarded the titor story as just great bit of fiction. It will definitely make you think

If you read John Titor, you'll enjoy this analysis and discussion. I thought the author did a good job

dissecting the book and presented a great case. RECOMMENDED.

I was thrilled when I stumbled across this book. The John Titor story fascinated me all those years

ago. The whole idea of someone coming from the future, or putting on an elaborate hoax to say they

did, is a good read whether you believe or not. It's just darn interesting to try and pull the story apart

and work out your own truth, which the author openly suggests you do.There are moments in the

book where I thought, 'hmm, there you go, that IS suspicious', maybe there is something to this time

travel story. I'm completely open to the possibility. However, there are a few problems I have with

some of the key points the author uses, and that in itself casts doubt over some of the other points

he/she raised that I'm not well versed in. These particular issues are what warranted a



middle-of-the-road 3 star rating from me.They are:1) The author speaks a lot about 'reasonable

doubt'. I have reasonable doubt that he/she does truly know that much about the concept of

reasonable doubt. And I quote ... "This book has shown reasonable doubt that Titor was what he

said he was ...". From the author's perspective, he was trying to say that he has proved beyond

reasonable doubt that John Titor is a Time Traveler. What he keeps repeating, is that there IS

reasonable doubt that he IS a time traveller. A comical error repeatedly made. It disappointed me.

As Mulder would say, "I want to believe", but this obvious mistake just really destroyed the whole

mood ...2) The author says, "He correctly guessed Man-caused Global Warning was not

happening". Umm. WHAT? This point was used as a tick in Titor's favour. However, I think it's very

brash to come out with a statement like that, especially as elsewhere in the book the author

repeatedly lashes out at the lack of professionalism of debunkers when he says, and I quote again,

'they were absolutely sure of so many things that just weren't so'. Sounds familiar. To support this

point, I cite an article from The Guardian (16 May 2013) "Survey finds 97% of climate science

papers agree warming IS man made". This is from a base of 12 000 peer-reviewed papers. I'm

pretty sure this statistic proves exactly the opposite of what the author was getting at. People may

still want to debate the whole climate change thing, but no-one can possibly say that it's been

proven that it's not man made definitively ...3)Towards the end of the book, the author examines

some ulterior motives as to why Titor would want to hoax. He said that some people thought that

Titor was simply a gun-crazed nut, and examined the possibility that this hoax was motivated by

this. The author then collated all Titor's references to guns. Personally, whether the guy is a

time-traveler or not, I'm actually pretty convinced he was a 2nd amendment enthusiast and did love

guns. The author then says, because Titor suggested not to stockpile weapons (when asked on the

internet forums) this was excellent proof that Titor didn't have motivation to hoax. I have to say, 'I

don't think so'. John Titor actually said, "No (to stockpiling). You will draw a great detail of negative

attention to yourself". To me, all that proves is that Titor doesn't recommend stockpiling simply for

the reason that it would drawn unwanted attention, and no other reason. And if Titor has a motive

about guns, he wouldn't want 'unwanted attention' now, would he?Overall, I have to say, I enjoyed

reading this book, even if it was just to debate (with myself) the different points.After reading it, I'm

no closer to believing he was an actual time traveler (jury is out). But I did find some of the 'social

commentary' enlightening. Interestingly, if he were a time traveler, whose to say that he hasn't got a

different motive than is mentioned in this book. He is awfully fond of guns, absolutely dedicated to

the constitution as is (including the 2nd amendment) and is dead keen on US civil war. In fact he

thinks it would be good for us, (and did I mention that he really doesn't like our generation ...). And, I



guess something that he would fight for, given the supposed civil war that should be happening

soon (based on 2.5% divergence that it didn't happen in 2005), something in line with the motivation

of the civil war being about an infringement and loss of rights of personal freedoms versus the

governments perspective that rights need to be infringed for security purposes. That whole bit has

played out 'socially' and continues to hover around in the US, particularly since Sandy Hook, about

introducing gun laws. And I think without stating it, this is what Titor was about. Which still could

mean he's from the future, because he's kind of on the money there, else it is his motivation to stir

civil unrest to protect the 2nd amendment. Whatever the truth, I think that guns a big part of his

motivation.

Excellent!

I finished reading this book last night. It's very good. I highly recommend it to anyone who thinks

John Titor was a hoax, or if you're on the fence. In "Conviction of a Time Traveler", the author

presents evidence as if John Titor is on trial to decide whether or not he is a real Time Traveler or a

hoaxer.Anonymous did not get to read Kay Titor's book, "John Titor: A Time Traveler's Tale" before

publishing, and there were a few things he got wrong (IMO), but not enough to impact his work. His

points were very compelling.It's a very impressive book. If you are a Titor scoffer, I hope you take

the time to read it. Do some homework, and "Put your money where your mouth is". Buy the book. :)

Recommended for any fan of the John Titor mythos.
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